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Dear editor,

Traffic jams have become an important issue in urban net-

works, particularly for arterial roads [1]. The need for

more efficient traffic control techniques has become criti-

cal. One good solution is the so-called intelligent vehicle-

infrastructure cooperation systems (i-VICS), which assumes

autonomous vehicles in the traffic flow (i.e., a mixed traffic

flow). The aim of i-VICS is to achieve cooperative vehicle

intersection control, i.e., to enable cooperation between ve-

hicles and traffic signals, for safe and efficient intersection

operations.

The cooperative control of vehicles and traffic lights relies

on the accurate estimation of queue length using real-time

traffic data such as vehicle location, velocity, and acceler-

ation. Queue length is one of the most crucial indexes in

intersection performance evaluation and also serves as the

feedback for traffic signal control.

Although traffic data are easily available in i-VICS, the

queue length estimation is rather difficult. To date, signif-

icant research attention has been contributed to this field

from different aspects and viewpoints. For example, Ref. [2]

presented a probability model and a method of calculating

the queue length based on the location of the last probe ve-

hicle in the queue. In [3], a queue length estimation method

was derived using real-time vehicle trajectory data and a

travel time model. The method in [4] estimates the queue

length based on the locations of the vehicles in the queue,

which is realized by reconstructing the discharging process

using a kinematic model. The queue length estimation was

transformed into the problem of deriving the number of

queued vehicles [5], using the operational data of all vehicles

that approach the intersection. An interpolation algorithm

was used to reconstruct the incomplete traffic data.

Most of the existing results on queue estimation assume

a uniform traffic flow environment, which makes them inap-

plicable to mixed traffic flow scenarios in which autonomous

cars may behave unlike those with human drivers. Unlike

the human driver’s narrow vision and non-cooperation, au-

tonomous control system can use the upcoming traffic signal

information to avoid idling at red lights [6]. The trajectory

of vehicle is optimized in passing through the intersection,

which also has an impact on the trajectory of the following

vehicles in the traffic flow. In [7], autonomous vehicle tra-

jectories and traffic signals at signalized intersection can be

collaboratively optimized in a unified framework to avoid

stopping at the intersection. Autonomous vehicles have a

different car-following behavior to human-driven vehicles,

changing the traffic flow characteristics accordingly, e.g.,

preventing shockwave formation and propagation at the in-

tersection. The stop-and-go motions of vehicles are avoided,

and thus the queue length at the intersection is reduced. In

this study, we present a novel method for real-time queue

estimation in an i-VICS environment. First, a discrete traf-

fic flow model is designed under mixed traffic conditions.

We model traffic signal, autonomous vehicles and human-

driven vehicles in a common framework by extending the

general car-following concepts. In this traffic flow model,

the autonomous vehicles’ maneuvers and the traffic signal

control strategy are integrated. Then, we present an analy-

sis method of the queue forming and discharging dynamics.

The relationship between the dynamics of the queue length

and the control inputs of traffic signal and vehicle maneuvers

using the vehicle operational data is predicted based on the

traffic flow model. Based on these models and schemes, we

present a novel queue length estimation model for i-VICS.

The main contributions of this study lie in the following

aspects.

(1) The quantitative relationship between the traffic sig-

nal control strategy, the autonomous vehicles’ maneuvers,

and the queue dynamics is derived, by which one can eval-

uate the i-VICS performance directly.
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(2) Based on vehicle operational data prediction, the

queue dynamics can be estimated with a small amount of

sampling data in real time, instead of offline estimation us-

ing a large amount of data in the entire passing process as

in [5].

Traffic flow model formulation. Considering the effects

of the control inputs (i.e., traffic signal control strategy and

autonomous vehicles’ maneuvers) on traffic flow, a novel dis-

crete traffic flow model on a single-lane road is developed by

extending the car-following concepts.

Consider a mixed traffic flow environment consisting of

human-driven and autonomous vehicles. Assume M vehi-

cles are approaching the intersection in a traffic signal cy-

cle, in which there are N autonomous vehicles (randomly

distributed). Overtaking is not allowed. The model is de-

scribed by the following equation:



















ai(k|θ)=f(vi(k),∆li(k), h
itd
i (k), vitdi (k)|θ),

vi(k + 1|θ) = vi(k) + ai(k|θ) · T ,

li(k+1|θ)= li(k)+vi(k)·T+ai(k|θ)·
T 2

2
,

(1)

where li(k), vi(k), and λi are the i-th vehicle’s location,

speed, and body length, respectively; ∆li(k) = li−1(k) −

λi−1 − li(k) represents the current space headway; f(·) is

a special function that describes the car-following behav-

ior and θ is a set of parameters that characterizes f(·);

T is the sampling interval; hitd
i (k|θ) and vitdi (k|θ) are the

desired safe space headway and desired travel speed, re-

spectively, that reflect the different driving characteristics

of the human driver and autonomous control system; and

ai(k|θ) is the acceleration rate in the time interval [k, k + 1),

which can be generated by given the car-following param-

eter set θ, where θ is obtained using a supervised learn-

ing approach. The details are described in Appendix B.
The desired safe space headway is used to reflect the

sensitivity of an individual driver to the safety in the car-

following behavior.

hitd
i (k|θ) = αi · vi(k) + βi · vi(k)

2 + δi, (2)

where αi, βi, and δi are three car-following parameters,

which represent the driver’s reaction time, deceleration rate,

and minimum safe space headway, respectively.

The desired travel speed is used to reflect the intent of

the individual driver and the impact of traffic signal when a

vehicle approaches a signalized intersection, as follows.

(1) When i > 0, for a human-driven vehicle, the desired

travel speed is the driving intent of the human driver, which

is a specific sequence obtained from historical vehicle speed

data. For a autonomous vehicle, the desired travel speed is

the optimal advisory speed sequence, which is determined by

the planning layer of the autonomous control system based

on intelligent maneuvers (further detail is provided in Ap-

pendix A).

(2) When i = 0, the desired travel speed is used to de-

scribe the impact of the traffic signal on the flow. In this

case, the traffic signal is seen as a virtual autonomous ve-

hicle (λ0=0). The desired travel speed of the virtual au-

tonomous vehicle, vitd0 , is calculated based on the real-time

signal phase and timings. In this way, the traffic signal

strategy and the autonomous vehicles’ maneuvers can be

integrated in (1). When the signal turns red, the virtual

autonomous vehicle appears in the intersection and vitd0 is

set to zero, which causes the subsequent vehicles to decrease

in speed and automatically form a queue as their headway

decreases. When the signal turns from red to green, vitd0

is set as the maximum road speed. The virtual vehicle be-

gins to accelerate to its new desired travel speed, causing

the subsequent vehicles to increase in speed and the queue

is automatically dissipated.

Based on model (1), we can predict the complete opera-

tional data of all vehicles passing through the intersection,

using the data collected upstream of the intersection. Then,

the queue length can be estimated.

Analysis of queue forming and discharging. By analyzing

the dynamics of the queue length based on the traffic model,

we predict the number of vehicles arriving and leaving the

queue in the sampling interval [k, k + 1].

Assume that, at time k, the head and tail vehicles of the

queue are vehicle m and vehicle n, respectively. Vehicles

m− 1, . . . , 1 have left the queue from the front and vehicles

n+ 1, . . . ,M are approaching the tail of the queue.

We introduce the decision point (DP) to assist in deter-

mining whether an approaching vehicle will arrive at the tail

of the queue in [k, k+1]. The DP is located upstream of the

queue tail where the driver decides to decelerate at a normal

deceleration rate and stop at the tail of the queue. The DP

location of vehicle n+h (h = 1, . . . ,M −n) can be obtained

as follows:

lDP
n+h(k) = ln(k)−

h−1
∑

p=0

(λn+p + δn+p+1)

− αn+hvn+h(k) − βn+h · v2n+h(k). (3)

Note that the location of decision point DPn+h is deter-

mined under the assumption that vehicles n+1, . . . , n+h−1

approach the queue in [k, k + 1]. The location of vehicles

m+ h (h = 0, . . . ,M −m) at time k + 1, lm+h(k + 1), can

be predicted by traffic model (1).

For queue forming, we regard the arrival of a vehicle at

the DP as entering the queue. Search the last value of h

from n−m+1 to M −m for which lm+h(k+1) > lDP
m+h

(k)

is satisfied; then, the value of h + m − n is the predicted

number of vehicles to arrive at the queue in [k, k + 1]. In

contrast, for queue discharging, we regard passing of the lo-

cation of the stop-line lstop as leaving the queue. Search the

last value of h from 0 to n−m for which lm+h(k+1) > lstop
is satisfied; then, the value of h+1 is the predicted number

of vehicles to depart from the queue in [k, k + 1].

From this analysis, if the vehicles and traffic signal infor-

mation are considered as the known information, the num-

ber of vehicles arriving and leaving the queue in [k, k + 1],

Nin(k + 1|k) and Nout(k + 1|k), are functions of the con-

trol inputs of the traffic signal and the autonomous vehicles

(further detail is provided in Appendix C).

Queue estimation model. We can estimate the queue

length at time k + 1 using the collected information of ve-

hicles and the traffic signal at time k. The queue length

estimation model can be given as follows:

Q(k + 1|k) = Q(k) +Nin(k + 1|k)

−Nout(k + 1|k), k ∈ [k0, kc], (4)

where Q(k) is the real-time number of vehicles in the queue

at time k; k0 and kc are the beginning and end times of the

signal cycle, respectively; and Q(k0) is the residual queue

from the previous signal cycle.

This estimation model is demonstrated via simulations,

as shown in Appendix D. In practical applications, the esti-

mation model can be used for multistep prediction. Because
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the number of vehicles on the road is limited, the amount

of calculation in the prediction is not too large. Thus, the

presented method can be implemented online, e.g., as part

of a model predictive controller for cooperative vehicle in-

tersection control.
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